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CECA Member Briefing:

Bulletin No.5: Early Warnings & Liability For Not
Notifying
Introduction
Training and development support is a key part of CECA’s core offer for its membership and working in conjunction
with GMH Planning it has delivered a programme of training events around the NEC Form of Contract across several
CECA UK regions.
In addition to this training a series of monthly NEC Contract Bulletins are being produced for both Contractors and
Subcontractors to improve practical awareness on key topics within the NEC. The coverage whilst not exhaustive is
intended as a general overview on some of the contractual principles to increase a wider understanding in support of
more sustainable outcomes.
For the purposes of these bulletins a contractual relationship between a “Client” and “Contractor” is assumed. The same
rules/principles also apply if the contractual relationship is between a “Contractor” and a “Subcontractor” and so the
term “Contractor” will be used to describe both parties.
These bulletins are based on the latest NEC4 family of contracts, but the same principles and rules would apply where
parties are engaged under an NEC3 form of contract.

Coming next month:
Bulletin Nr 6: Importance of an accepted programme every month/period
Please respond to Leone Donnelly should you require any further information on the CECA NEC4 Bulletins via e-mail:
leonedonnelly@cecasouth.co.uk.
For further advice or guidance on the NEC details please visit www.gmhplanning.co.uk or contact GMH Planning Ltd
by e-mail glenn@gmhplanning.co.uk.

For more information, contact CECA Southern Director David Allen on 07741 543468 or davidallen@cecasouth.co.uk
CECA (Southern) Ltd, 2nd Floor, East Wing, Metro House, Northgate, Chichester, West Sussex, PO19 1BE
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NEC4 Contract Bulletin Nr 5 - Liability for not
notifying early warnings
Most readers will be familiar with the early warning process under NEC contracts. In simple terms, if there is a potential
issue that could affect time, cost or quality then either party should notify the other. The next progressive step is to
have a meeting to discuss the potential implications and to agree actions to avoid or at least mitigate the potential
effects. NEC4 has introduced some welcome changes around early warnings to enhance what was already a very good
contractual mechanism. It should be noted that the early warning process is now section 15 of the NEC4 ECC contract
rather than section 16 in NEC3.
Why has the name of the register changed under
NEC4? The name of the register has been changed
from “Risk Register” to “Early Warning Register”.
This is to make it clear that it is different from
anything else people might have previously used
as a “traditional risk register” on their projects. The
content and purpose of traditional risk registers
within the industry are different from what the
NEC3 intended as their “Risk Register”. Traditional
risk registers that are used might include columns
like cost impact, programme impact, likelihood/
severity rating, mitigations measures, risk owner
etc. This is serving a different purpose altogether,
but you can understand why people thought it
may be practical to merge their traditional risk
register content with the NEC3 Risk Register. The
NEC4 change in name should make it clearer that an “Early Warning Register” is different from anything else you might
previously have used or called a “risk register”. The Early Warning Register is a defined term in the contract that only
specifies two specific columns to be shown. These are “the description of the risk” and “the action to be taken to avoid
or reduce the risk”. In addition, there should be practical administration columns, such as the early warning number (so
each is unique), the date it was notified and a column to show status, i.e. is it now closed or is it remaining open (as an
issue still to be discussed/actioned).
How often should early warning meetings be held? Under clause
15.2 the first Early Warning Register should be produced within
one week of the starting date and the first meeting held within two
weeks of the starting date. Subsequent meetings should be held at
the new “early warning interval” which is identified within contract
data (part 1) at tender stage. This is the frequency which the Client
is envisaging will be useful for the early warning meetings to be held
during the life of the project to discuss any issues that are current
at that point in time. In addition, either party can always instruct
the other to attend an additional meeting as required, if something
specific has arisen that cannot wait until the next scheduled one.
What else has changed under NEC4 compared to NEC3 with regards to early warnings? The name of the meeting has
been changed from the “risk reduction meeting” to the “early warning meeting”. Clause 15.3 brings additional emphasis
on the early warning meeting to review previous actions and decide any different actions that need to be taken and
who should take them. It also now obligates the Project Manager to issue the revised Early Warning Register within one
week of holding the early warning meeting.
How could a lack of early warning affect the Contractor financially? If something occurs that costs the Contractor
additional money that is not their risk under the contract, they will notify accordingly as to what and why they believe
this issue to be a compensation event. Whilst the Project Manager cannot say it is not a compensation event due to
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the lack of an early warning, they can state that the quotation will only
be assessed as though the Contractor had notified an early warning
at that point in time (clause 61.5) if they feel one should/could have
been raised. Considering that this lack of notification may have lost
the Project Manager opportunity to mitigate the impact of the event
on the Client. If a subsequent compensation event quotation is issued
at say £60k, where the Project Manager considers that had the early
warning been notified, they could have mitigated half of the resultant
quote, they can then assess the quotation at half the cost, i.e. £30k. If
they believe that all the cost could have been avoided, then it could be
assessed at £0. Equally, had the early warning been notified as soon as
the contractor became aware of the issue and nothing could have been
done to mitigate the situation, then it should still be assessed at the full
£60k. In addition to this with ECC options C-F (not options A/B) there are provisions for “disallowed costs” within the
contract. One such disallowed cost within that defined term is “any cost materialising because the Contractor failed to
notify an early warning the contract required them to give”. Any such resultant cost could be disallowed altogether. This
emphasises how important it is for a Contractor to notify early warnings as soon as they become aware of the issue to
avoid losing their genuine entitlement.
Can the Contractor point to the Project Manager and say they could/should have notified the early warning if they feel
they equally knew about the situation at the time? Whilst it is true that either party under clause 15.1 should notify
an early warning, the sanction against the Contractor is much more specific under the contract. The Project Manager,
even if they were aware, may not have been clear on the extent of potential ramifications. The onus therefore falls very
much more with the Contractor to notify it and get it “on the table” to discuss.
Can a lack of early warning from the Project Manager affect the Client financially? It can, in the sense that if the Project
Manager fails to notify an early warning about a potential issue, the Contractor is not going to be able to come up with
mitigation ideas for something they did not know about. For example, if the Project Manager was aware of a potential
late issue of Client design, by notifying an early warning to this effect means they can discuss with the Contractor the
potential impact that this late design issue could have upon their programme. The Contractor may be able to point out
the elements of the design that they need first to mitigate any delay, that might then provide the Client some time to
produce the rest of the design. Without any such early warning, the late notice could result in a compensation event at
a value that could have been avoided or at least mitigated by the Contractor.
How should you deal with a Client who does not seem to like
receiving early warnings? If a Client/Project Manager appears to
not understand the early warning process, then you need to try to
educate them accordingly rather than simply not follow the process.
Thankfully, this appears to be a much less common occurrence
where a Client previously might have taken early warnings as a
personal attack or considered it a purely commercial tool. The
Contractor should be able to demonstrate through their conduct
and words of their early warning notifications that they are just
trying to raise the issue to be constructive, with a view of minimising
or even avoiding a potential impact.
Summary: Early warnings and the associated Early Warning Register is a very proactive way of managing issues
collaboratively to reduce any adversely impact they may have on the project. It is important that everyone on the
project team understands both the intent and the mechanics of these clauses and so that they are used as a pro-active
management tool as the contract intends. Lack of early warnings from either party could affect them financially.
For further advice or guidance on the NEC details please visit www.gmhplanning.co.uk or contact GMH Planning Ltd
by e-mail glenn@gmhplanning.co.uk.
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